Jules Verne and the Heroes of Birkenhead.
Part 27
Playing the Part of Jup the Enslaved Orangutan in Jules
Verne’s Mysterious Island is …Raphael Semmes.

By John Lamb
(Former Head of Geography, The Liverpool Blue Coat
School, England).

Jup

-Jules Verne’s Lincoln Island-

One man in his time plays many parts
William Shakespeare.

There are still other acts of the drama to be performed.
Raphael Semmes.

Part 27
Playing the Part of Jup the Enslaved Orangutan in Jules Verne’s
Mysterious Island is… Raphael Semmes.
And there at once arose, between the Virginia gentleman and the slave boy, that sympathy of
master and servant, which our ruder people of the North find it so impossible to comprehend.
Raphael Semmes Memoirs of Service Afloat During the War Between the States. (1869).

In playing the role of Jup, Raphael Semmes assumes the role of a captured orangutan made a
slave by the colonists. Jules Verne is using humour to give Semmes a lesson in empathy.
Semmes will see that his new ‘masters’ are very likeable, well-meaning and treat him kindly,
but that is not the point – he is still a slave.
Semmes will also swiftly realise that he has no human rights at all, this is understandable as
in the guise of Jup, his ‘masters’ quite simply do not see that Semmes is human.
Jules Verne takes the lead here from Abraham Lincoln…
Whenever I hear anyone arguing for slavery, I feel a very
strong impulse to see it tried on him personally.
Abraham Lincoln.
A

Abraham Lincoln (1809-65)

The nature of Jup’s capture after the wholesale slaughter
of his family is at odds with the otherwise likeable nature
of the colonists throughout the novel and is symbolic of
the wider issues involved in the Transatlantic slave trade.

The slaughter of the orangutans at Granite House.

For every African enslaved there was an untold
story of death and suffering either upon capture or
during the ‘Middle Passage’ on slave ships as
captured Africans travelled across the Atlantic to
the ‘Land of the Free’.
Jules Verne would have been aware that the
suppression of the Middle Passage by the 1860’s
owed much to Admiral Joseph Denman of the
Liverpool ‘Dingle Group’ of abolitionists.

The Brutal Capture of Jup.

Jules Verne’s written description of Jup as a large fellow, six feet tall is totally at odds with
the image drawn by his own artist Jules Ferat, who, makes Jup the size of a small child.
Given that Jules Ferat was one of France’s top illustrators and elsewhere provides the most
intricate of visual clues as to the Birkenhead identity of Mysterious Island, this can only be
intentional.
Verne’s description is instead that of a newly captured African slave being prepared for
auction at the slave market.
The one that was tied up in the large hall of
Granite House was a large fellow, six feet tall,
with an admirably proportioned body, a large
chest, a head of average size, a facial angle of
sixty five degrees, a rounded cranium, a
prominent nose, a skin covered with a sleek,
gentle and glossy coat – in short a well developed
type of anthropomorph.
Jules Verne. The Mysterious Island. (1874)
T

The Domestication of Jup.

The glossy coat analogy is particularly critical of the profiteering slave markets after the
horrors of the ‘Middle Passage’.
On arrival in the Americas the enslaved Africans were prepared for sale like animals. They
were washed and shaved, sometimes their skin was oiled to make them appear healthy and
increase their sale price.
International Slavery Museum Liverpool.

Jup has been captured by the colonists of Mysterious Island and after the indiscriminate
slaughter of his whole family troop, he is soon put to work for no pay, in other words, he is
made a slave. Pencroft, the otherwise likeable Unionist sailor, also ‘played’ by Raphael
Semmes, chooses a name for the orangutan.
As to his name, the sailor asked that he be called Jupiter or Jup for short, in memory of
another ape that he had known.
M
M
Mysterious Island by Jules Verne (1875)
The other ‘ape’ that Pencroft had known, is of course Raphael Semmes, as Raphael Semmes
will play both Jup and Pencroft in Jules Verne’s Mysterious Island.
The choice of the name Jupiter shortened to Jup by Jules Verne, also has specific resonance
to the racism shown by both Semmes in his memoirs and by one of Jules Verne’s own heroes.
In the 19th century, many racist attitudes were perpetuated in
popular fiction, and it appears that Verne here is sparing no one
and taking a side swipe at one of his favourite authors Edgar Allen
Poe (1809-49) and his 1843 novel The Gold Bug.
The Gold Bug has been widely criticised for its racist portrayal of
African Americans as comic imbeciles with heavily stereotypical
accents and being passive to their own treatment, even after being
‘emancipated’.
Edgar Allen Poe (1809-49)
In these excursions he was usually accompanied by an old negro, called Jupiter ….
…..conceiving him to be somewhat unsettled in intellect….
…..“Well, Jup,” said I, “what is the matter now?—how is your master?”
“Why, to speak de troof, massa, him not so berry well as mought be.”
“Not well! I am truly sorry to hear it. What does he complain of?”
“Dar! dat’s it!—him neber ’plain of notin’—but him berry sick for all dat.”
“Very sick, Jupiter!—why didn’t you say so at once? Is he confined to bed?”
“No, dat he aint!—he aint ’fin’d nowhar—dat’s just whar de shoe pinch—my mind is got to be
berry hebby ’bout poor Massa Will.”
“Jupiter, I should like to understand what it is you are talking about.
The Gold Bug by Edgar Allen Poe (1843)

There are malicious American writers who take pleasure in assailing us, as an inferior and
good for nothing race of which it is impossible to make anything.
Frederick Douglass Hotel Britanique, Paris. November 19th 1887.

Poe’s characterisation of Jupiter’s speaking style is
in total contrast to that of Verne’s characterisation
of Neb in Mysterious Island.
“Come, Pencroft,” said Neb, “don’t make yourself
out so bad as all that! Suppose one of these
unfortunate men were here before you, within good
range of your guns, you will not fire?”

The Mysterious Island by Jules Verne (1874).

Neb and Pencroft
Again, the comparison with Edgar Allen Poe seems ‘beyond coincidence’ particularly as
Jupiter is also shortened to Jup in Poe’s novel. Jules Verne is intentionally linking back to the
Gold Bug - a novel whose major influence on our adventure is still yet to come.

Edgar Allen Poe’s The Murders in the Rue Morgue (1841) has also been criticised by modern
commentator Edward White (2020) in using murderous orangutans as a hidden metaphor for
black slave revolts, written as the novel was in pre-civil war Richmond, Virginia.
Nevertheless, in the age-old spirit of forgiveness, Jules
Verne remained a great admirer of Edgar Allen Poe.
Jules Verne’s 1897 novel An Antarctic Mystery was written
as a sequel to Edgar Allen Poe’s 1838 novel The Narrative
of Arthur Gordon Pym of Nantucket – another Poe novel
long criticised for its negative portrayal of a black seaman
who invokes a mutiny.
It is interesting to note that Jules Verne writes that the main
ship featured in An Antarctic Mystery is the Halbrane and
he describes it as a credit to the ship-yards of Birkenhead.

Jules Verne - An Antarctic Mystery (1897)

In Mysterious Island, Jup was, in metaphor at least, ‘enslaved’ in Birkenhead, he was ‘freed’
in Birkenhead and in real life Edgar Allen Poe lived in a place (Richmond Virginia) which is
portrayed by Birkenhead at the very start of the novel The Mysterious Island.

Richmond

Birkenhead

Richmond

Birkenhead

Poe also once wrote briefly about a character called ‘Jack Birkenhead’ – such are the
absurdities and intrusions of coincidence where the real world and the surreal world collide in
the incredible writings of Jules Verne.
Jup (played by Raphael Semmes), as one would expect has a close relationship with the
jocular and well-meaning sailor Pencroft (also played by Raphael Semmes) in Mysterious
Island.

“A handsome fellow!” said Pencroft; “if we only knew his language, we could talk to him.”
“But, master said Neb, “are you serious? Are we going to take him as a servant?”
“Yes Neb,” replied the engineer. Smiling. “But you must not be jealous.”

“And I hope he will make an excellent servant,” added Herbert. “He appears young, and will
be easy to educate, and we shall not be obliged to use force to subdue him, nor draw his
teeth, as is sometimes done. He will soon grow fond of his masters if they are kind to him.
The Mysterious Island by Jules Verne (1874).
‘Draw his teeth’ is a direct reference to the
inhuman practice of drawing slaves’ teeth in order
to make dentures for affluent white Americans.
This is probably a reference to the fact that in
1784, George Washington paid six pounds and
two shillings for nine teeth pulled from slaves for
his new set of dentures.
George Washington’s False Teeth.

“And they will be,” replied Pencroft, who had forgotten all his rancour against “the jokers.”
Then, approaching the orang –…
…“So much so the better,” replied Pencroft; “the best servants are those who talk the least.
And then no wages, do you hear my boy? We will give you no wages at first, but we will
double them afterwards if we are pleased with you.?

Jules Verne Mysterious Island (1874)

Jules Verne will cut right to the heart of Raphael Semmes’s racism and support of slavery.
“As I spoke of good pay, and payment in gold, “hear! hear!” came up from several voices. I
would give them, I said, about double the ordinary wages, to compensate them for the risks
they would have to run, and I promised them, in case we should be successful, “lots of prizemoney,”
Raphael Semmes Memoirs of Service Afloat During the War Between the States. (1869).

The doubling of Jup’s pay in Mysterious
Island is a direct reference to Raphael
Semmes and the capture of the ship
Tonawanda on October 9th 1862.
On board was a businessman from the
Union State of Delaware, travelling with
his sixteen-year-old slave, David Henry
White.

The Cope Liner Tonawanda.

Raphael Semmes saw the irony of capturing a slave belonging to a Northern state which had
not yet given up the institution of slavery and the rights to ‘slave property’. He took David
White off the ship before sending the Tonawanda on its way.

In Semmes’s eyes he would ‘free’ David Henry White and give him a position on the CSS
Alabama on the same pay as any other regular crew member, that is double the ordinary
wages. The fact remained though that White, no matter how much he was paid, was still a
slave.

The slave was on his way to Europe, in company with his master. He came necessarily under
the laws of war, and I brought him on board the Alabama, where we were in want of good
servants, and sent him to wait on the ward-room mess…
…He became, more especially, the servant of Dr. Galt, and there at once arose, between the
Virginia gentleman and the slave boy, that sympathy of master and servant, which our ruder
people of the North find it so impossible to comprehend. Faithful service, respect, and
attachment followed protection and kind treatment, and the slave was as happy as the day was
long.
I caused his name to be entered on the books of the ship, as one of the crew, and allowed him
the pay of his grade. In short, no difference was made between him and the white waiters of
the mess.
Raphael Semmes Memoirs of Service Afloat During the War Between the States. (1869)

David White had many opportunities to escape while on shore leave at Martinique, Jamaica,
South Africa and Singapore. At each port he was approached by United States Consuls and
offered free passage to the north. Unlike some other members of Semmes’s crew, White
declined the opportunity to desert on each occasion. The case of David White illustrates the
complexities of slaves developing emotional ties to those who purport to ‘own’ them.

To many others however, David White had been newly enslaved by Raphael Semmes, and,
whether on double pay or not – he was still ‘owned’ by the Confederacy as a ‘spoil of War’ –
as no man can own another man as if he were an animal.

Read the advertisements for the sale of slaves and for the
apprehension of fugitives, the descriptions of the persons of
slaves, of dogs for hunting slaves, &c., and you see how the
whole matter as viewed by the southern mind. Say what they
will about it, practically they generally regard the
separation of families no more than the separation of cattle,
and the slaves as so much property, and nothing else. Their
own papers show that the pictures of the internal slave
trade given in Uncle Tom, so far from being overdrawn, fall
even below the truth.
Harriet Beecher Stowe, Liverpool, April 13th, 1853.
Jup spent some of his time in the kitchen.

At least Semmes plays the role of a domestic slave rather than the more arduous life of a
plantation slave.

Master Jup, had not been forgotten and he occupied a room at the back, near the storeroom,
a sort of cabin with a cot always full of good litter, which perfectly suited his taste.
Jules Verne Mysterious Island (1874)

Bartelli now came to tell me that my bath was ready, and descending to the cabin, ……I
began in consequence to sleep more soundly in my cot at night.
Raphael Semmes Memoirs of Service Afloat During the War Between the States. (1869)

Jules Verne writes in the fairy tale
tradition, whereby the main protagonist
is turned into an animal before they are
‘saved.’
Verne thus follows such a rich literary
heritage as Beauty and the Beast (1740)
by French novelist Gabrielle-Suzanne
Barbot de Villeneuve and The Frog
Prince of Grimm’s fairy tales (1812).
Beauty and the Beast

The Frog Prince

Both the illustrations of Beauty and the Beast and the Frog Prince formed part of a romantic
revival and were published in 1874 - the same year that Mysterious Island first appeared.
This will not be the last time that Semmes has the role of an animal to play in our wider
theatrical adventure. In our fifth novel Semmes will go one better and play four human
characters and an animal that shall lampoon him mercilessly throughout the novel.
The fact that Raphael Semmes plays an animal in our fifth novel (and the animal in that novel
is named after him) is why we can be so doubly sure that Raphael Semmes plays Jup in Jules
Verne’s Mysterious Island.

Needless to say, the character of the Unionist sailor Pencroft (played by Raphael Semmes)
and Jup the Orangutan (also played by Raphael Semmes), will form a close bond with one
another, particularly when Jup is seriously injured after an attack on the colonists by a band
of wild animals.

Poor Jup still held in his hand the stump of the broken cudgel, but deprived of his weapon he
had been overpowered by numbers, and his chest was covered with severe wounds.
“He is living,” cried Neb, who was bending over him.

“And we will save him,” replied the sailor. “We will nurse him as if he was one of
ourselves.”

It appeared as if Jup understood, for he leaned his head on Pencroft’s shoulder as if to thank
him. The sailor was wounded himself, but his wound was insignificant, as were those of his
companions; for thanks to their fire-arms they had been almost always able to keep their
assailants at a distance. It was therefore only the orang whose condition was serious.

Jup, carried by Neb and Pencroft, was placed in the lift, and only a slight moan now and then
escaped his lips. He was gently drawn up to Granite House. There he was laid on a mattress
taken from one of the beds, and his wounds were bathed with the greatest care. It did not
appear that any vital part had been reached, but Jup was very weak from loss of blood, and a
high fever soon set in after his wounds had been dressed.

He was laid down, strict diet was imposed, “just like a real
person,” as Neb said, and they made him swallow several
cups of a cooling drink, for which the ingredients were
supplied from the vegetable medicine chest of Granite
House. Jup was at first restless, but his breathing gradually
became more regular, and he was left sleeping quietly.

Top came to visit his friend.

From time to time Top, walking on tip-toe, as one might say, came to visit his friend, and
seemed to approve of all the care that had been taken of him. One of Jup’s hands hung over
the side of his bed, and Top licked it with a sympathising air.

They employed the day in interring the dead, who were dragged to the forest of the Far West,
and there buried deep.

This attack, which might have had such serious consequences, was a lesson to the settlers,
who from this time never went to bed until one of their number had made sure that all the
bridges were raised, and that no invasion was possible.

However, Jup, after having given them serious anxiety for several days, began to recover. His
constitution brought him through, the fever gradually subsided, and Gideon Spilett, who was
a bit of a doctor, pronounced him quite out of danger. On the16th of August, Jup began to
eat. Neb made him nice little sweet dishes, which the invalid discussed with great relish, for if
he had a pet failing it was that of being somewhat of a gourmand, and Neb had never done
anything to cure him of this fault.

“What would you have?” Said he to Gideon Spilett, who sometimes expostulated with him for
spoiling the ape. “Poor Jup has no other pleasure than that of the palate, and I am only too
glad to be able to reward his services in this way!”

Ten days after having taken to his bed, on the 21st of August, Master Jup arose. His wounds
were healed, and it was evident that he would not be long in regaining his usual strength and
agility. Like all convalescents, he was tremendously hungry, and the reporter allowed him to
eat as much as he liked, for he trusted to that instinct, which is too often wanted in reasoning
things, to keep the orang from any excess. Neb was delighted to see his pupil’s appetite
returning.

“Eat away, my Jup,” said he, “and don’t spare anything; you have shed your blood for us,
and it is the least I can do to make you strong again!”
On the 25th of August Neb’s voice was heard calling to his companions.
“Captain, Mr Spilett, Mr Herbert, Pencroft, come! Come!”
The colonists, who were together in the dining-room, rose at Neb’s call, who was then in
Jup’s room.
“What’s the matter? Asked the reporter.
“Look,” replied Neb, with a shout of laughter. And what did they see? Master Jup smoking
calmly and seriously, sitting cross-legged like a Turk at the entrance to Granite House!
“My pipe,” cried Pencroft. “He has taken my pipe! Hello, my honest Jup, I make you a
present of it! Smoke away old boy, smoke away!”

As I sat that evening, in the midst of my officers, and smoked my accustomed cigar, I realized
the sense of freedom expressed by the poet, in the couplet,“Far as the breeze can bear, the billow foam,
Survey our Empire, and behold our home!”

Raphael Semmes Memoirs of Service Afloat During the War Between the States. (1869)

And Jup gravely puffed out clouds of smoke which seemed to give him great satisfaction.
Harding did not appear to be much astonished at this incident, and he cited several examples
of tame apes, to whom the use of tobacco had become quite familiar.
But from this day Master Jup had a pipe of his own, the sailor’s ex-pipe, which was hung in
his room near the store of tobacco. He filled it himself, lighted it with a glowing coal, and
appeared to be the happiest of quadrumania.

It may readily be understood that this similarity of tastes of Jup and Pencroft served to
tighten the bonds of friendship which already existed between the honest ape and the worthy
sailor.
And there at once arose, between the Virginia gentleman and the slave boy, that sympathy of
master and servant, which our ruder people of the North find it so impossible to comprehend.
Faithful service, respect, and attachment followed protection and kind treatment, and the slave
was as happy as the day was long.
Raphael Semmes Memoirs of Service Afloat During the War Between the States. (1869)

Perhaps he really is a man,” said Pencroft sometimes to Neb. “Should you be surprised to
hear him beginning to speak to us some day?”
“My word, no,” replied Neb. “What astonishes me is that he hasn’t spoken to us before, for
now he wants nothing but speech!”
“It would amuse me all the same,” resumed the sailor, “if some fine day he said to me,
‘suppose we change pipes, Pencroft.’”
“Yes,” replied Neb, “what a pity he was born dumb!”
Jules Verne The Mysterious Island (1874) Kingston Translation.

The firm repost of Neb in saying for now he wants nothing but speech is a pointer to one of
the three real life figures who will play Neb the emancipated slave.

At the end of Mysterious Island all the colonists survive the explosion of the volcano apart
from Jup the orangutan, his death is seen as incongruous to many readers who are looking for
the happiest of endings as they have grown attached to the faithful ape, who had risked his
own life in defending the colony from attacks by both wild animals and pirates.

The animals had likewise perished in the catastrophe,
the birds as well as the other fauna of the island, all
crushed or drowned. Even the unfortunate Jup himself
had, alas! Found his death in some fissure in the
ground!
Jules Verne The Mysterious Island (1874)
The symbolism is clear – Jup’s death represents the
death of slavery, and he has gone to hell.

An explosion shook the layers of the air.

Only by experiencing what is like to be seen as non-human can Raphael Semmes know what
it feels like to be an enslaved African, and only when he feels this can he repent and seek
forgiveness. He will repent, in literature at least, in the next role that he plays - that of Ayrton
the repentant pirate.

Significantly there will be no message of repentance from Raphael Semmes in our fifth
novel, and this may suggest his repentance in Mysterious Island was genuine and complete, at
least in the opinion of Jules Verne. It will appear that Raphael Semmes had a foot firmly
planted in two camps.
David Henry White served on the
Alabama until the very end and
drowned with 19 of his fellow
crewmates when the CSS Alabama
disappeared beneath the cold waters
of the English Channel on 19th June
1864.

The Sinking of the Alabama
David White, as we shall see, will live on forever in Mysterious Island as part of the character
of Neb, the freed slave, who is treated with full equality, respect, and civil rights in the New
America that is Lincoln Island.
Next on Jules Verne and the Heroes of Birkenhead.
28. Playing the Part of Ayrton the Repentant Pirate in Jules Verne’s Mysterious Island
is … Raphael Semmes.

Part 27
Playing the Part of Jup the Enslaved Orangutan in Jules
Verne’s Mysterious Island is …Raphael Semmes.
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